"I will truly carry my experiences through FASPE with me for the rest of my career. While I thought I understood the concept prior to the trip, it is only after that I feel I truly understand the goals and aims. I feel forever thankful to have been included."

"The FASPE concept is so important to disseminate throughout professional education. It is important for people to know that the work they do – and the skills they develop – can be corrupted and be used to justify something antithetical to one’s moral code. This was an enlightening and simultaneously troubling experience for me, as it forced me to reconsider my action – and inaction – as a professional and citizen."

"I have completely changed my outlook on my responsibility as an ethical entity in the machinery of medicine. This experience was incredibly altering for me."

"Thank you for such a wonderful, eye-opening, career modifying experience."

"Thank you so much for this incredible opportunity. I look forward to advertising these lessons in my future career as a clinician and researcher. I now strongly consider our discussion in my routine practice."

"There is no good way to describe how meaningful this experience was for me and how it has changed the way that I interact with everything around me. I would highly recommend it to anyone interested."